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Film is one medium of entertainment which have a high enough traction in various circles to this day, because each film has his own segment in society. Because of the higher film growth and the greater public interest to make the film entertainment business as a promising field. The increasingly rapid development of cinema competition between the cinema with one another. So it requires the existence of a distinct advantage to the way films serve targeted

One of the buildings are not owned by the Sidoarjo during this recent years is, Cinema Centre Building, so the people of Sidoarjo must take hard way to enjoy the film grain of the nation and abroad, because they have to driving to go to Surabaya for watch the film that they wanted to watch, beside providing facilities for watching and others, this cinema centre also provide Public space. In addition to local community needs, urban public space is a place that can accommodate recreational activities for visitors or tourists to spend their leisure time in urban areas.

Beside that Oase theme have been choosen to respond how one city lack of the open area especialy at sidoarjo and the bustle of fairily dense of city, so the cinema center is designed to follow the characteristics of Oase, that is full of comfort, freshness and fun. Therefore it can be qualified entertainment place, and also supporting the necessery of public space and green open space at Sidoarjo, and refreshing place for people.
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